Worksheet 9. Vocabulary review

Check the word or phrase that means the same as the word or phrase in bold.

1. Most of the people **voted** for Stanton. That’s why he won the election.
   - O supported in an election
   - O got rid of
   - O improved

2. Jane Bower is our **mayor**.
   - O leader of a state
   - O leader of a country
   - O leader of a town or city

3. Charlie Crass is going to be our next **governor**.
   - O leader of the state
   - O leader of the country
   - O leader of the town or city

4. The **senator** from Massachusetts spoke for two hours.
   - O member of the Senate from a state
   - O the leader of the Senate
   - O a candidate for senator

5. I don’t like any **candidate for president**.
   - O a president in the past
   - O the president now
   - O a person who wants to be president in the future

6. Global warming affects **the whole** world.
   - O part of
   - O all of
   - O half of

7. The police fight against **crime**.
   - O pollution
   - O traffic
   - O activities that are against the law

8. I’m going to **get rid of** these papers.
   - O destroy or throw away
   - O keep
   - O send you

**law** = rules that people must follow